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SPECIAL REPORTS
I. Decennial of the Japanese Language Section, Shared Cataloging Division,
Processing Services, Library of Congress, 1968-1978.
The Japanese Language Section was organized in March, 1968, in the Shared
Cataloging Division with the simultaneous appointment of Ai Kawaguchi as head
of the section and Hisao Matsumoto as field director of the Library of Congress
Tokyo Office. Following shared cataloging programs already in operation in the
Shared Cataloging Division, the Library of Congress made arrangements with
Kokuritsu Kokkai Toshokan (The National Diet Library ) to receive advanced
bibliographical information cards through N&hon shuho, a weekly bibliography.
At the same time, the Library of Congress chose Nihon Shuppan Boeki K. K.
(The Japan Publication Trading Company) as the Library's blanket order dealer.
The first task of the new section was to organize an acquisition' control file by
romanizing bibliofaxed cards from Nohon shuho, beginning with the first issue
in January, 1968. The romanization of the bibliofaxed cards proved to be quite
a task because of the lack of trained personnel with the language capability;
however, the Library of Congress had agreed to accept the reading of Japanese
names as provided by the National Diet Library and this proved to be a consider
able timesaving device for the catalogers of the section as well as for the
staff of the Tokyo Office. With the advanced bibliographical information cards
provided by the National Diet Library, preliminary cards were prepared through
a master typed both on English and Japanese typewriters by the staff of the Tokyo
Office, and the first shipment of books and cards was sent to the Shared
Cataloging Division on June 17,1968.The Japanese Language Section cataloged 51
titles by the end of June, 1968.
A major problem of the section during its formative period was the staffing of
the section with qualified personnel. Initially, three Japanese catalogers were
transferred from the Descriptive Cataloging Division. Then, through outside
recruiting and the cataloging class of the Library of Congress, the section
finally became adequately staffed. As soon as the problem of staffing was
alleviated, the section lost one cataloger, three processing assistants, and
four new catalogers just out of the cataloging class of the Library of Congress
to a reduction-in-force in 1969.
The systematic flow of the cataloging and printing of Japanese titles has been
a problem at the Library of Congress. Prior to November, 1969, after books
were cataloged by the Shared and Subject Cataloging Divisions, manuscript cards
were sent to the Government Printing Office and the skeleton cards consisting
of entry, imprint date, collation, price, bibliographical number, some notes,
secondary entry, title romanized note, etc., were printed. The skeleton card
was then returned to the section to have the body of entry as furnished by the
National Diet Library xeroxed on thin paper, which was cut and pasted on the card.
The card was then sent to the Cataloging Distribution Service, formerly the Card
Division, where LC printed cards were produced through ektalithograph. In
November, 1969, an arrangement was made by Joseph Howard, then Chief of the
Descriptive Cataloging Division, through the Library of Congress Tokyo Office
for a trial printing of one thousand titles on photo-set master cards. The
manuscript cards were sent to Tokyo in lots of 100 and 150, and* the photo-set
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master cards produced were returned within two weeks ready for direct plate
printing process at the Government Printing Office. This trial project was very
successful. This method was much cheaper and faster than what could be done
locally with the extra work of cutting and pasting characters and the printing
of skeleton cards. This project not only became a permanent one, but also was
expanded in 197 3 to include Chinese and Korean titles. A recent random sampling
of the throughput time of LC printed cards for Japanese titles showed that 150
manuscript cards sent to Tokyo in May were returned in 57 days to the section
as LC printed cards by the Cataloging Distribution Service. This is the shortest
time span in which LC printed cards have been produced recently.
In the spring of 1974, Ayako Hayashi, Assistant Head of the section, was appointed
as section head after the transfer of Ai Kawaguchi, the former head, to the
Serial Record Division. Kengo Yasumatsu was appointed to the position of
assistant head in the summer of 1974. In March, 1976, because of the increased
receipts of books from Japan due to the gift program of Soka Gakkai, and the
expansion of Chinese cataloging in the Far Eastern Languages Section of the
Descriptive Cataloging Division, the five catalogers handling Japanese materials
in that division were transferred to the Shared Cataloging Division. This meant
that the section which had handled Japanese books within the scope of NPAC coverage
assumed full responsibility for cataloging Japanese books, including non-NPAC books.
In the spring of 1977, the section further expanded its coverage to include
cataloging Japanese books acquired by the National Library of Medicine because
of the death of the Japanese cataloger at NLM in January, 1977. This joint
LC-NLM program was a cooperative cataloging arrangement which began in the winter
of 1974 and terminated in March, 1978, by mutual agreement. At the end of March,
1978, the section had 14 catalogers, including section head and assistant head
and five processing assistants.
On June 2, 1978, the Library of Congress Tokyo Office held the decennial celebra
tion of the opening of the Tokyo Office by inviting notable past and present
participants in the National Program for Acquisitions and Cataloging in Japan.
Andrew Kuroda, Field Director of the Tokyo Office since July, 1977, reported on
the decennial celebration in his memorandum to the Overseas Operations Division
and included a remark made at the celebration by Yoshikatsu Kono, the Librarian
of the National Diet Library, when the Library of Congress extended the NPAC
operations to Japan: "The concept of the NPAC is a dream that any national
librarian would wish to have realized in his own country. Of course, it is
beyond the reach of the National Diet Library to undertake such a program in
the foreseeable future. However, I was so impressed with the immense cultural
significance of the NPAC that I had my mind made up to cooperate fully with the
Library of Congress if the program were extended to Japan. In August, 1967, I
went to the U. S. to meet Dr. Mumford with an anticipation to formalize a
bilateral agreement on the NPAC in Japan
In Washington, Dr. Mumford offered to
pay for the service the National Diet Library would render to the Library of
Congress through the NPAC operations in Japan. I made it clear to Dr. Mumford
that the National Diet Library was delighted and honored to be asked to partici
pate in the greatest library venture in the history of mankind, and that we
would never accept a penny from LC for our contribution toward this worthy
project." Mr. Kono's remarks reflect the spirit of cooperation and good will
with which the NPAC operations in Japan were launched.
The table on the following page provides a summary of cataloging productivity
of the Japanese Language Section and the Library of Congress Tokyo Office over
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the past ten years.

Year
1968 (June)

Titles Cataloged

Cumulative Total

51

1968
July

1969
June

7,450

7,501

1969
July

1970
June

9,151

16,652

1970
July

1971
June

9,988

26,640

1971
July

1972
June

10,133

36,773

1972
July

1973
June

9,548

46,321

1973
July

1974
June

9,354

55,675

1974
July

1975
June

8,844

64,519

1975
July

1976
June

11,875

76,394

1976
July

1977
Sept.

17,325

93,719

1977
Oct.

1978
June

13,175

106,894

This article was compiled from the Annual report of the Shared Cataloging Divi
sion, 1967-1977, by Kengo Yasumatsu. Rodney Sarle, Chief of the Overseas Opera
tions Division, has given permission to quote from Andrew Kuroda's memorandum of
June 21, 1978.
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II.

Library News from the PRC Press

Kuangming Daily, one of the leading newspapers of the People's Republic of China,
recently featured two articles that will be of interest to CEAL members. The
first, "The Past Opens Up the Future, the Ancient Serves the Present," appeared
in the June 9, 1978, issue, and it reports on the proceedings of the Conference
on the Work of Compiling a National Bibliography of Rare Books. The second,
"Automation of the Library," written by Ch'in Tieh-hui, was published on July 5,
1978; it is an overview of the application of computers to library work through
out the world. A summary of these two articles follows.
A.

"The Past Opens Up the Future, the Ancient Serves the Present"

The Conference on the Work of Compiling a National Bibliography of Rare Books
{Ch'Uan kuo ku chi shan pen shu tsung mu pien chi kung tso hui i) is reported
to have been held at an unspecified recent date in Nanking under the direction
of the Bureau of National Cultural Objects Administration (Kuo chia wen wu shih
yeh kuan li chu). The delegates at the conference were described as principally
being responsible personnel from various libraries. The proceedings were devoted
to both the compilation of a national bibliography of rare books and the overall
development of public libraries at the municipal and provincial level and above.
The format of the conference strongly resembled that of the many other conferences
that have been held since the October, 1976, purge of the "gang of four" in order
to eliminate the influence of the "gang" and redefine policy in light of the
currently prevailing interpretation of the PRC's Maoist heritage. In addition
to marshalling a large number of facts to expose and criticize the crimes of the
"gang" in their practice of "fascist cultural autocracy," the delegates are said
to have studied the instructions of Chairman Mao and Premier Chou concerning
library work and the speeches delivered by Chairman Hua and Vice Chairman Yeh
at the Fifth National People's Congress and the National Science Conference.
These activities provided the necessary background for their discussion of ways
in which the Chinese library community can contribute to the fulfillment of the
new general task of transforming China by the year 2000 into a powerful socialist
state with modern industry, agriculture, science and technology, and national
defense.
The delegates are reported to have agreed that it was not only necessary but
also entirely possible to complete the compilation of a high quality
national bibliography of rare books in a very short time. In doing so, they
will be carrying out an instruction that Premier Chou transmitted through the
State Council during the period of his illness in October, 1975, to the responsible
personnel of the Bureau of National Cultural Objects Administration and the
National Peking Library. Chou is reported to have tersely but emphatically stated
that "a national bibliography of rare books must be compiled as soon as possible."
Kuangming Daily reports that Chou's instruction was not completely implemented
at the time because of the interference and sabotage of the "gang of four" and
for "other reasons." Apparently, however, some work was done by some libraries
in response to Chou's instruction despite the opposition of the "gang of four"
and its radical followers.
The delegates at the conference unanimously agreed that there are now two reasons
for successfully completing the project. On the one hand, in line with Chairman
Mao's directive to "make the ancient serve the present," the project will facilitate
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the systematic and complete synthesis and use of China's ancient cultural
heritage in the interests of better serving the socialist revolution and socialist
construction. On the other hand, the successful completion of the project will
contribute to the struggle against the "gang of four's" crimes of destroying
China's ancient cultual heritage, wantonly fabricating history, and reversing
black and white.
The conference is reported to have taken various concrete steps toward the
compilation of a national bibliography of rare books. The delegates enacted a
work plan and selected the leading and coordinating organs and the permanent
administrative organs for the nation, great regions, provinces, municipalities,
and autonomous regions. In addition, they adopted the following documents:
"Scope of Coverage of the National Bibliography of Rare Books," "Regulations
Governing the Annotation of the National Bibliography of Rare Books," and the
"Classification Schedule for the National Bibliography of Rare Books." Certain
libraries, such as Shanghai Library and Nanking Library, also briefly reported
their experiences with training bibliographic personnel and doing compilation
work on a trial basis.
The remainder of the conference appears to have been devoted to study and
discussion of the policies, missions, and status in the new era of public libraries
at the provincial and municipal level and above. The delegates are reported to
have unanimously agreed that they must thoroughly implement Chairman Hua's
directive that "all kinds and types of libraries must be developed to form a
library network in order to serve scientific research and the broad masses,"
Vice Chairman Teng's directive that rear area services for scientific research
must be well developed, and Vice Premier Fang I's directive that efforts must be
made to carry out the modernization of library and data gathering work so that
a modern socialist library network will speedily materialize in China.
Kuangming Daily reported that the delegates agreed more specifically that
libraries—especially public libraries at the provincial/municipal level and
above—must focus their service on scientific research in order to fulfill
their role as an important component of the scientific, educational, and cultural
enterprise. At the same time, the delegates concurred, the PRC's libraries must
organize an effective network for their respective provinces, municipalities,
and regions. It is their responsibility to serve actively the broad masses and
to develop their roles as rear area service and propaganda personnel in order
to elevate the nation's
scientific and cultural levels as a part of the
achievement of the general task of the new era. The delegates are reported to
have deemed it necessary to make speedy preparations for the founding of the
Chinese Library Association and the National Library Coordination Committee in
order to facilitate their fulfillment of the above responsibilities.
B.

"Automation of the Library"

This Kuangming Daily article is helpful in assessing the state of the PRC's
knowledge of the computer applications to library services. Its author, Ch'in
T'ieh-hui, opens by describing the first library application of the computer in
the U. S. Navy'8 use of the IBM 701 to locate desired document numbers. In 1958,
he recounts, General Electric improved upon the Navy's system by using an IBM
704 to locate abstracts and names of authors. According to Ch'in, the application
of computers to library services began in earnest in the mid 1960's, an early
use being found in the compilation of card catalogs and a somewhat later use
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being found in the compilation of book catalogs. From these beginnings, appli
cations spread to lending operations, control of serials, and accounting. Today,
the library's use of the computer is focused upon information retrieval, catalog
compilation, and lending operations, and it also has applications in acquisitions
and accounting. Ch'in describes in some detail the Library of Congress MARC
program and the Ohio Colleges Library Center system. He reports that a PRC
delegation visiting France used the Paris Information Center to locate materials
on China's petroleum production and in a little over ten minutes searched informa
tion retrieval centers in Rome, San Francisco, and Los Angeles. Through the use
of satellites, the application of computers in library service has become
transnational. As an example he reports that the U. S. National Library of
Medicine has a large number of users in Europe. More specifically, England alone
accounts for one-fifth of the users of the National Library of Medicine, and
other users are found in Hawaii, Canada, Brazil, and France.
(Tao-tai Hsia)

III.

PRC Issues Important Notification of Library Development.

The Ministry of Education of the People's Republic of China recently issued a
notification that should make possible great strides in the thwarted development
of Chinese libraries. Issued in an attempt to correct a situation in which
libraries and other resources centers are not able to meet the heavy demands
imposed upon them by the PRC's renewed commitment to rapid modernization,
especially scientific modernization, the notification, entitled "Opinions
Regarding the Strengthening of Books and Materials Work in Institutions of
Higher Learning," aims at expanding libraries and resource centers in institu
tions of higher learning; at improving their performance in gathering, processing,
controlling, and lending materials; and at improving the lot of library workers
in the PRC. Through such measures, the Ministry of Education hopes to maximize
the utilization of existing materials as part of a two-pronged attack on the
problem, the other aspect of the attack being the publication of all kinds of
new books in large quantities. A report on the notification appeared in the
September 19, 1978, issue of Kuangming Daily; the full text of the notification
apparently has not been published, nor has the date of its issuance been revealed.
After lamenting the fact that the number of titles in circulation is quite low
and library work in general in a state of disorder, the notification was reported
to have set forth several concrete remedial measures that libraries in institutions
of higher learning are to implement.
Lending. Especially during the Cultural Revolution and the subsequent period
during which the now purged "gang of four" exercised a great deal of power,
stringent controls were placed upon the availability of foreign language materials
in the PRC, and even many domestic publications were removed from circulation
or made available only to a select few because they were found ideologically
objectionable. The notification pointedly instructs that failure to modify these
restrictions in the light of post-Mao policy reorientation is hampering education
and scientific research. For the benefit of library workers who might under
standably have become cautious and bewildered due to the frequent shifts in
policy resulting from factional infighting, it defines categories of materials
which the libraries and resource centers in the institutions of higher learning
should place in circulation. According to Kuangming Daily, the notification
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directs that
the following should be made available for lending: books in the
category of the natural sciences which have been openly published
[kung k'ai ch'u pan]; all kinds of reference tools; social science
books and literature books which were made publicly available and
which could be loaned openly before the Cultural Revolution (with
the exception of the works of the "gang of four" anti-Party clique
and their sworn followers and works which support them); teaching
materials issued internally [nei pu fa hsing] in schools of higher
learning; and Chinese and foreign language professional books and
materials.
In a probable reference to foreign language materials of professional interest,
the notification was reported to have instructed that teachers, professional
scientific researchers, research students, advanced students and other concerned
cadres may borrow materials "which have been listed in reference bibliographies."
Undergraduates may obtain them as well if they are related to their study or
scientific research and if the borrower goes through certain procedures of
approval.
Reader Service. The libraries and resource centers in institutions of higher
learning were ordered to adjust their hours and to improve the quality of their
service. While for the present they must guarantee that they ordinarily will
be open not less than five days a week, they are to work toward being open 6
or 7 days a week. One-half of a day of service every day will be permissible
during the winter and summer vacations. So as to prevent short-staffing, workers
are to stagger their leave schedules and their periods for taking study [hslleh
hsi) courses. The library workers should permit teaching and scientific personnel
to enter the stacks to look for materials themselves.
Acquisition of Foreign Materials. The importation of foreign language books
and periodicals by schools of higher learning must be gradually increased "on
the basis of need and feasibility," the notification directs. This increase in
importation applies especially to "books and periodicals in the newly emerging
fields of study and the new technologies." To this end, there should be a
resumption and gradual expansion of the exchange of library materials with
foreign schools of higher learning and research institutions.
Personnel. With a view toward correcting past abuses, the notification stressed
that the libraries are not to be used as dumping grounds for people for whom
employment has not been found elsewhere and that librarians who were asked to
leave the profession for no good reason must be returned to their posts. Appro
priate titles are to be developed for librarians "in order to elevate their
social status." Responsibility and accountability of library employees are to
be defined, and there is to be a system of "strict evaluation." Outstanding
employees must be given recognition, encouragement, and non-routine promotions.
The Development of Library Technology. The notification looks toward the even
tual widespread application of technological advances to library service in the
PRC. It calls upon the various schools of higher learning, particularly those
that have been designated "key schools," to develop scientific research on the
bibliographic control of books and other materials and to gradually create condi
tions for the adoption in the library of computers, microfilm machines, reading
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machines [yueh tu chi), duplicating machines, recording machines, television
sets, copying machines, and other advanced equipment. It also calls for the
establishment of audio-visual reading rooms with appropriate storage rooms for
audio-visual equipment and materials.
Other provisions. Kuangming Daily mentions that the notification also deals
with funding, leadership of library work, and the preservation and maintenance
of books, but it does not elaborate on these provisions.
(Tao-tai Hsia)
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